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Activity: Cultural Identity Sketch 

• Draw a symbol that represents a cultural group 
important to your identity (religious group, geography, 
ethnicity, country, science community, etc).

• Try not to use words.

Share-out Options:  camera on with sketch, share using your device, email mvillatoro@citytech.cuny.edu 



Background 
• This workshop is based materials by ESCALA 

Educational Services.
• ESCALA works specifically with Hispanic-

Serving Institutions (HSIs) to close the gap in 
educational access and completion rates for 
Latinos. 

• ESCALA materials used as a resource in this 
workshop

• We will briefly cover three principles:  
• Cultural strengths 
• Validating language
• Utility value 

https://www.escalaeducation.com/



CUNY as an HSI



City Tech Hispanic Enrollment by Department



Hispanic/LatinX Cultural Strengths
Our belonging to these groups influence our values and 
beliefs, and how we interpret the actions of others



https://www.utsa.edu/strategicplan/documents/2017_12%20Student%20Success%20_Ventajas_Assets_2014.pdf

Leveraging LatinX Student Ventajas y Conocimientos



Hispanic/LatinX Cultural Strengths



Principle to Practice:
Cultural Strengths

Reflection: How can you appreciate your students' 
cultural strengths when you work with them inside 
and outside the classroom?



Validation Theory
• Validation: A theory first proposed by Dr. Laura Rendon that 

concerns the perceived value of one’s presence and 
belonging in a group. 

• Validating messages are an important component of 
culturally responsive instruction for Hispanic/LatinX
students.

• By the time they reach college, Hispanic/LatinX students 
have experienced years of invalidating messages within the 
educational system

• Hispanic/LatinX students experience K-12 school systems 
that have fewer AP courses, more teacher turnover, and are 
underfunded

• Many have internalized 12 years of low expectations and 
microaggressions from teachers and academic counselors



Three Types of Invalidations (commonly found)



Transforming Invalidating Statements to 
Validating Statements



Principle to Practice: 
Validating Language

15 min Breakout Session

• Open the sample Grading section from 
a syllabus and share it within your 
breakout team.

• As a team, find any invalidating phrases

• Identify the type of invalidation and 
explain why this is an invalidation.

then

• Incorporate validation into the sample 
syllabus

(Reword invalidating statements to ones 
that are validating)

Grading
To pass the class you would need a C- or better average on
summative assessments. Additionally, in order to pass the class, you
must complete and produce a fair share of work for all writing
assignments. You must receive at least a C- in this course to count
toward the X degree. You will be able to track your grade throughout the
course using the "Grades" link in the left side navigation menu on Canvas.
If you have any questions about your grade, contact the instructor
promptly. Any question regarding grading of assignments or exams must
be discussed during office hours or by appointment within a week from
when the graded work was handed back to the student.

The following grading scale will be used. Instructor may adjust the scale so
lower scores receive higher grades. Consideration will be given on
improvement throughout the course and participation in class and lab. In
rare cases and at the discretion of the instructor, an incomplete
grade may be recorded in cases where an illness or personal or family
emergency prevents a student from completing major course
requirements.

A = 100-93 A- = 92-90 B+ = 89-87 B = 86-83 B- = 82-80 C+ = 79-77

C = 76-73 C- = 72-70 D+ = 69-67 D = 66-62 F = below 62



Diana’s 
Example

"All assignments (progress reports and final reports) will be uploaded via
SafeAssign in Blackboard. SafeAssign is a plagiarism detection software that
will compare your submitted work to existing material. Acts of Plagiarism will
result in a zero. Students will be able to view the ‘originality report’ from
SafeAssign.“

Changed to:

Prior to submitting your assignments (progress reports and final reports), it is
recommended that you share a draft with me to get some feedback before
submitting the final version. Other recommendations: attend some of the
library skills workshops as a refresher (posted workshop schedule) or visit the
Writing Center as a resource. Assignments should be submitted via
Blackboard. In case you did not know, one of the tools within Blackboard is
SafeAssign (insert link to SafeAssign; link to academic integrity statement).

The new language indicates to students that they can contact the instructor
before submitting the final report, and points to resources (in a subtle way) -
in case a reminder is needed -- that the college does have policies, but help is
available!



"Everyone is expected to be: on time, alert, an active participant,
respectful, courteous, and prepared. Participation in workshops is
contributory to your final grade.“

Changed to:

Building community is an important part of your success in this course.
While the subject has a reputation of being challenging, together we can
reach the learning goals for this class and prepare you for your next steps
in CMCE. An integral part of building our community is showing up on
time and prepared, actively participating and being respectful and
courteous to your peers. Your active participation will benefit your
performance and the community we build will provide you with
support beyond this semester.

This new phrase reinforced community and working together, aspiring to
success and gains together.

Melanie’s 
Example



Validation Theory



Importance of Utility Value
• Utility Value: the “usefulness” or perceived 

congruence of the assignment or task to the values 
of the learner’s educational goals.

Exploring Three Aspects of Utility Value
⇨Situational interest--relevance, getting student 
engaged in what might have been seen as a dull task 
initially, by linking it to what is important personally 
to the learner.

⇨Intrinsic interest--making a task feel or seem 
enjoyable or satisfying as it is conducted.

⇨Attainment value--increasing students’ feelings of 
competence as a learner in the discipline.



Boost the utility value within your own problem solving, laboratory and/or research 
exercises for Hispanic/Latinx and other high context cultural frameworks.

Increasing the Utility Value of your course topics 
and assignments even SLIGHTLY can significantly 
alter the engagement and achievement of first 
generation and Latinx STEM students

Harackiewicz JM,	Canning	EA,	Tibbetts	Y,	Priniski SJ,	Hyde	JS	(2015).	Closing	achievement

gaps	with	a	utility-value	intervention:	disentangling	race	and	social	class.	J	Pers	Soc	Psychol.



Workshop 
Assignment

• Syllabus or Brochure Revision

• Email us a revised version 
Diana:     dsamaroo@citytech.cuny.edu

Melanie: mvillatoro@citytech.cuny.edu

• Certification for Completion  
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